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MIRDC: Global Market for 
Medical Alloys Shows Huge 
Potential Amid Graying 
Population
By STEVE CHUANG

With graying population increasingly a 
problem that forces global governments 
to revive and reform domestic healthcare 
systems to ensure sustainable economic and 
social development, the international market 
for medical alloys and related products shows 
great growth potential, and is gradually 
opening to small and medium-sized players, 
according to Metal Industries Research & 
Development Centre (MIRDC), a Taiwanese 
government-funded R&D institute.

Rapidly Aging Global Population
MIRDC, citing statistics from the United 
Nat ions,  points  out  that  whi le  g lobal 
population had explosively surged from 2.53 
billion people in 1950 to 6.51 billion persons in 
2005 and 6.89 billion persons in 2010, those  
65-and-older totaled some 524 million to 
account for 7.6% of the total in 2010.

MIRDC says that the proportion of seniors 
is forecast to stand at 16.2% by 2050, when 
overall and aging population will reach 9.31 
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billion and 1.51 billion people, respectively, and 
keep trending upward to 22.3% in 2010, when 
the global population will total 10.12 billion.
That, MIRDC says, indicates the huge growth 
potential of the global market for medical 
instrument and alloys, especially those 
specifically to treat gerontological diseases, 
such as artificial joints, intravascular stents 
and tooth implants.

Another sign of rapidly aging population is 
increasingly sustained market demand for 
more medical services and instruments that 
buoy healthcare expenditures worldwide, 
particularly in developed countries. MIRDC 
says that healthcare spending per capita 
in the U.S., for instance, had significantly 
soared from US$1,055 in 1980 to US$7,471 in 
2010, while that in Taiwan also shot up from 
NT$10,765 in 1991 from NT$38,510 in 2010.

Better Price-Quality Balance
The global market for medical alloys and 
instruments is moving towards a better 
balance between price and quality and 
gradually opening to ever more players.

MIRDC observes that to offer more affordable 
services to the elder ly  and safeguard 
profits and healthcare quality amid aging 
population, hospitals generally tend to 
collectively purchase needed instruments 
from manufacturers to force world’s major 
suppliers to lower prices, which, in turn, 
allows smaller-sized companies and contract 
manufacturers to access the lucrative market.
On another front,  manufacturers have 
actively developed new, innovative medical 
instruments catering consumers in need of 
better healthcare quality, in efforts to gain 
solid ground and achieve banner sales in the 
markets.

Promising Market
With global emerging countries heavily 
i n v e s t i n g  i n  i n f r a s t r u c t u r e  a n d  c i v i l 
engineering to drive  global economic growth, 
MRIDC opines that domestic market demand 

there also shows promising growth that 
Taiwanese suppliers should not overlook.

For example, MIRDC says, local demand for 
bone screws and plates in both China and 
India is particularly surging, primarily due to 
growing industrial accidents, with  domestic 
industries of such products are comparatively 
underdeveloped in both technology and 
manufacturing capability.

MIRDC says that  the global  market  is 
absolutely  on a promising uptrend of 
growth for a couple of reasons, including 
growing aging population; and ever more 
new, advanced medical instruments and 
applications, such as wearable devices, 
hitting the market to satisfy increasingly 
demanding consumers. On the other hand, 
graying population is weighing  on developed 
countries in the face of deteriorating national 
healthcare systems, while market demand 
for medical instruments in emerging nations  
significantly surges. (SC)
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Government, 
Private Sector 
Strive to Develop 
Taiwan’s 
Healthcare 
Industry
By STEVE CHUANG

The Okmeter Blood Glucose Monitoring System from 
OK Biotech Co.(photo from the company)

Healthcare is a growing concern worldwide, 
due partly to the graying of populations 
everywhere, motivating developed countries 
to foster the development of health-related 
sectors. Taiwan is no exception to this trend, 
and the island's government and private 
enterprises are engaged in a coordinated 
effort to boost this potential engine of 
economic growth.

On the government side, the Ministry of 
Economic Affairs (MOEA) has mapped 
out a healthcare industry development 
project  aimed at  strengthening cross-
industry cooperation and sharpening the 
healthcare industry’s overall competitiveness, 
helping related companies to explore both 
the domestic and overseas markets, and 
promoting healthy lifestyles.

The MOEA points out that the project is 
designed to develop the healthcare industry in 
four main aspects: healthcare management, 

safe and healthy food, exercise and physical 
fitness, and mental health.

The government hopes that its project will 
bring about more benchmarking partnerships 
between large and small companies while 
inspiring insiders to integrate virtual and 
physical distribution and build duplicable, 
innovative, and systematic business models 
through technology.

To make sure the project will produce its 
expected benefits, the MOEA has directed the 
Bureau of Industrial Development to organize 
a a cross-industry professional working 
group to provide consultancy to enterprises 
in developing the healthcare business. 
Incentives and other means are to be used to 
encourage cooperation between healthcare 
companies and venture capital firms.

A couple of  domestic  f i rms with wel l -
established brands have already become 
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involved in the project, working on the 
development of customized healthcare 
s e r v i c e s  u s i n g  I C T  ( i n f o r m a t i o n  a n d 
communications technology) applications and 
the establishment of a cross-industry platform 
to sustain the sector’s development and 
strengthen brand awareness. The companies 
hope that this will further boost their brand 
images and facilitate their exploration of 
overseas markets, particularly in emerging 
countries, stress MOEA officials. The amount 
of investment involved is projected to exceed 
NT$1 billion (US$333.33 million).

Electronics Makers Join Healthcare 
Industry
Given that healthcare (together with the 
manufacturing of medical devices) is an 
emerging industry that offers attractively high 
profit margins, more and more Taiwanese 
electronics manufacturers are looking into the 
field and working to develop related products.
For instance, AU Optronics Corp. (AUO) and 
Innolux Corp., Taiwan’s top 2 display panel 
makers by size, both have aggressively 
ventured into the production of medical 
imaging displays--which generate higher 
profits than conventional displays.

According to NPD DisplaySearch, a global 
market research firm, the market demand for 
medical imaging displays, including desktop 
clinic-review displays, diagnostic monitors, 
and surgical displays, has shown constantly 
strong growth over the past few years, fueled 
partly by technological advancements that 
allow more precise and complicated diagnosis 
through the higher definition images shown 
on larger-screen monitors and partly by aging 
baby boomers.

NPD DisplaySearch predicts that overall 
revenue generated by surgical displays 
and desktop clinic-review monitors will 
post a compound annual growth rate of 9% 
during 2013-2017, while that from diagnostic 
monitors will rise at a 5% rate.

The two Taiwanese display makers mentioned 
above intend to take advantage of the 
opportunities offered by this growth. Innolux 
currently commands a 50% share of the 
global market for 21.3- and 30-inch panels for 
black and white medical imaging displays, 
and a 10% share for 12.1-, 15.6-, and 18.5-inch 
models for color displays.

To boost the contribution of medical display 
applications to total revenue to 5%, up from 3% 
now, Innolux has launched several cutting-
edge panels for high-end medical imaging 
displays, including a 21.3-inch, 5-megapixel, 
high-brightness and high-contrast model, 
and a 30-inch 6-megapixel model for X-ray 
imaging.

AUO has worked with customers in the joint 
development of a digital radiography flat 
panel detector, which is likely to be launched 
this year, along with display panels for 
physical examination and diagnosis, which 
are to be launched next year.

AUO’s parent BenQ Group, an electronic and 
PC conglomerate with an annual turnover of 
over US$20 billion, has several subsidiaries 
d e d i c a t e d  t o  h e a l t h c a r e  a n d  r e l a t e d 
businesses.These include the BenQ Materials 
Corp. (medical instruments), BenQ Medical 

This optical care device by Zhao Li International Technology 
Co., Ltd. is designed to enhance the regulatory function of the 
eyeballs. (photo from the company)
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Rise of NB PC Contract Makers 
Notebook PC contract  manufacturers 
which have managed to survive the market 
transitions in the post-PC era have also 
branched out  into the medical  device 
business, becoming a rising force in Taiwan’s 
healthcare industry.

Among these companies, Inventec Corp. has 
begun the contract manufacturing for a new 
customer of blood pressure gauges and body 
fat analyzers through its subsidiary, Inventec 
Appliances Corp. The firm is considering 
promoting such products in the Taiwanese 
market, either under its own brand or through 
distributors for international brands, in the 
second half of this year.

Another indication of Inventec’s determination 
to develop the global market for healthcare 
devices is the approval by its board of 
directors of an amendment to its charter, 
allowing for expansion of the company's 
business scope to include the distribution and 
retail sale of medical devices.

Despite the gradual shrinkage of its PC 
contract manufacturing business, Inventec 
emphasized earlier that its prospects remains 
bright this year, particularly in the field of 
smart handsets and smart home equipment. 
The company predicted that this year’s 
shipments of such products will rise 12-14% to 
40-45 million units, up from 30 million units 
last year.

Wistron Corp., too, has decided to expand 
into the healthcare business. At last year's 
shareholders' meeting the firm's chairman, 
Simon Lin, revealed that the firm would set up 
a medical business division with the aim of 
penetrating the non-invasive medical device 
segment. The new division has not yet been 
established, but Wistron took the first step 
toward the new business by gaining GMP 
certification of its headquarters and a factory 
early this year.

Also, Pegatron Corp. has invested in the 

establishment of its own brand, Pegavision, 
for its contact lenses. The company posted 
banner profits last year.

The Bureau of Industr ial  Development 
est imates that  the output  of  Taiwan's 
healthcare industry was about NT$104.4 
billion (US$3.48 billion) last year, 22% of which 
was generated by healthcare services and 
the remainder by medical equipment. Fueled 
by the government’s industrial development 
policy and by more newcomers in the field, 
the industry’s overall output is forecast to 
grow at a compound annual growth rate of 
12.3% in the years ahead to reach NT$246.7 
billion (US$8.233 billion) in 2020. (SC)

This server from Vital Industrial Co., Ltd. is used for connecting the 
computerized systems used in hospitals and pharmacies. (photo 
from the company)
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Electronic parts processing

ELEM TECHNOLOGY
CO., LTD.
Founded in 1988 in central Taiwan’s Changhua City, Elem is a CNC machining factory handling optical,
healthcare instrument, auto, motorcycle, sniperscope, lens, and microscope parts. Equipped with precision
machining centers, CNC lathes, milling machines, grinding machines, and various testing instruments, we also
process, manufacture, and assemble precision electronic, optical, mechanical, and hardware c ...

Tel:886-4-732-4859, 737-3069
Fax:886-4-737-3611
E-mail: elem.tw@msa.hinet.net
Website: www.cens.com/elem

OEM ODM for Electronic parts Electronic boxes (OEM) Electronic parts & accessories
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YUAN ZHAO TECHNOLOGY
LIGHTING LTD.
CCFL Lights, Yuan Zhao

Yuan Zhao Technology Lighting Ltd. founded in 2014,
our main products are CCFL. CCFL is the oldest halo
lighting technology. It produces a smooth glow that a lot
of customers really like. What does that mean? It means
that you can't see a bunch of individual lights on the ring
(like you can with LED). Each ring is made from a small
fluorescent tube. You know those light tubes in the ceiling
of your office? It's like that, but really small and top-
quality (built to last through 60,000 hours of continuous
use). All the products are copyright which we were
making in different country through the agent with high
quality and competitive price. 1. No Glare 2. No Blue
Light 3. NO UV Emission 4. Natural Light 5. Multi-Angle
Pose 6. Energy Saving and Safety (Light tube temperature
would not exceed 60â„ƒ) 7. No Flicker (45,000-60,000Hz ...

YUAN ZHAO TECHNOLOGY LIGHTING
LTD.
No.387, Wenxin 1st Rd., Nantun Dist., Taichung City 408,
Taiwan
Tel:886-4-2259-0149
Fax:886-4-2258-4378
E-mail: 518wuyibao@gmail.com
Website: www.518wuyibao.com/

CCFL Plywood Light - Yuan Zhao

CCFL bulb - Yuan Zhao

CCFL Desk Lamp – Yuan Zhao
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3D Printer Filament

DAY TAY PLASTIC
INDUSTRY LTD.
Day Tay Plastic Industry Ltd. specializes in plastic extrusion. Backed by 40 years’ experience, we are a
leading manufacturer working steadily to provide quality products to meet customers’ demands, offering mainly
3D Printer Filament,garden hoses, special clip bars, bag trim tubes, garment tubes, fishery tubes, special
furnishing tubes, sleeve and sheath for utensils, also ODM, OEM, plastic sourcing, ...

Tel:886-4-2699-8879
Fax:886-4-2699-8874
E-mail: dtc8879g@hotmail.com
Website: www.daytay.com.tw

Three-hole Pipe Asymmetrical Extruded Pipe/Strip Underground/embedded Irrigation
Pipe
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